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Abstract. Correlation filters have attracted growing attention due to
their high efficiency, which have been well studied for binary classifi-
cation. However, by setting the desired output to be a fixed Gaussian
function, the conventional multi-class classification based on correlation
filters becomes problematic due to the under-fitting in many real-world
applications. In this paper, we propose an adaptive multi-class correla-
tion filters (AMCF) method based on an alternating direction method of
multipliers (ADMM) framework. Within this framework, we introduce
an adaptive output to alleviate the under-fitting problem in the ADMM
iterations. By doing so, a closed-form sub-solution is obtained and further
used to constrain the optimization objective, simplifying the entire infer-
ence mechanism. The proposed approach is successfully combined with
the Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features, multi-channel fea-
tures and convolution features, and achieves superior performances over
state-of-the-arts in two multi-class classification tasks including hand-
written digits recognition and RGBD-based action recognition.
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1 Introduction

In the application of object detection and localization, correlation filters have
shown to be competitive with far more complicated approaches, but using only
a fraction of the computational power. Correlation filters take advantage of the
fact that the convolution of two image patches is equivalent to an element-wise
product in the fast Fourier transform (FFT) domain. Thus, by formulating the
objective in the FFT domain, they can specify the desired output of a linear
classifier for several translations or image shifts [7]. Bolme [1] proposed to learn
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a minimum output sum of squared error (MOSSE) filter for visual tracking on
gray-scale images. Heriques et al. utilized correlation filters in a kernel space
based on circulant structure (CSK) [7], which achieved very fast speed in track-
ing. By using HOG features, kernelized correlation filter (KCF) [7] was developed
to improve the performance of CSK. Multi-channel correlation filters (MCCF)
were developed to localize eye positions [5]. In [12], hierarchical convolutional
features were combined with KCF to achieve robust tracking. Furthermore, max-
imum margin correlation filters (MMCF) [16], constraining the output at the
target location, show better robustness to outliers. We can also find some works
on correlation filters for multi-class tasks, such as the Distance Classifier Corre-
lation Filter (DCCF) [13]. Although much success has been demonstrated, the
existing works do not principally exploit adaptive output in the procedure of
solving the optimized variable.

Problem and motivation: The multi-class output is a useful constraint
and has been widely investigated in the state-of-the-art classifiers, i.e., support
vector machine (SVM) [18] and Adaboost [17]. Many new applications have been
developed [6]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the structured output
constraint is neglected in correlation filters calculation. Since each class has its
own correlation filter, each correlation filter finds the largest correlation response
on its own sample set to discriminate among different classes. In traditional
correlation filter methods, a fixed desired output setting could cause an under-
fitting problem since the learning process cannot converge when all samples
are equally treated. As another intuition, the correlation filter of each class is
iteratively computed, which can actually be considered as a prior to constrain
the solution [26]. Different from existing works, this paper provides new insights
into correlation filters from the following aspects:

• Based on an adaptive output, we propose an iterative procedure to calculate
correlation filters and obtain a closed-form solution in each iteration.

• We use sub-filters derived from the previous steps to constrain the solution
in the ADMM framework for an efficient correlation filter calculation.

For easy of explanation, expressions are given for 1-dimensional (1-D) signals
and can be extended to 2-D. ϕ is a kernel function and XH is the Hermitian
transpose of X. We define correlation operation as ∗, dot product as · and
element-wise product as ⊙. ∧ denotes the Fourier transform and F−1 its in-
verse. Moreover we define x⊗ y = max(x ∗ y) and Gauss(x) denotes Gaussian
distribution response with peak value x.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the details of
the proposed method, while the algorithm and discussion are stated in section 3.
Experiments and results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Proposed AMCF algorithm

We first revisit the one-vs-all (OVA) framework, based on which a new adaptive
correlation filters scheme is proposed by considering a multi-class constraint in
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the optimization process. A closed-form sub-solution is obtained in each iteration
using the ADMM technique. The sub-solutions derived from ADMM iterations
are used to constrain the problem in our framework.

Let (x1, y1), ..., (xm, ym) be a set of training examples and assume that each
example xi is from a domain X ⫅ Rn and each label yi is an integer from the
set Y = 1, ..., k. A multi-class classifier can be seen as a mapping H : X → Y.
Based on the OVA framework for multi-class classification, we can compute the
result according to

H(xi) =
k

argmax
r=1

(Wr ⊗ ϕ(xi)), (1)

where W is a matrix of size k× n over R and Wr is the tth row of W indicating
the correlation filter of the rth class.

The objective is defined as the minimum squared-error between Gauss(Yi,j)
(the ith training sample’s gaussian desired output in jth class) and the correlation
response Wj ∗ ϕ(xi). Y is a matrix consists of the maximum value of response.
Moreover, the iterative process results in a subset of solutions, which can be used
in a ADMM framework [26]. In the ADMM optimization, the variable could be
considered from a subspace, which is also used here to constrain our problem.
The optimization problem is then defined as follows:

min
W,ε

1

2

m∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

∥Gauss(Yi,j)−Wj ∗ ϕ(xi)∥2 +
β

2

m∑
i=1

ε2i +
λ

2
∥W∥2

subject to ∀ i Wyi ⊗ ϕ(xi) + δyi,qi −Wqi ⊗ ϕ(xi) = 1− εi

W ∼ G

,

(2)

where qi = argmax
j

(Wj ⊗ ϕ(xi)) and δi,j =

{
0 i ̸= j

1 i = j
, λ > 0 is a regularization

constant and εi ≥ 0 are soft constraints. G denotes a subspace, which is generated
based on sub-solutions calculated in an iterative process. β is empirically given.
To incorporate subspace prior G into our model, we propose to perform variable
cloning W → N ∼ G. This constraint is included in the ADMM framework
to solve the optimization problem with high practicability [26]. The subspace
constraint can be added to our approach to simplify the inference mechanism of
our algorithm. Now the constrains W ∼ G can be written as W − N = 0 and
N ∈ G.

Based on the Lagrangian method, we have:

L =
1

2

m∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

∥Gauss(Yi,j)−Wj ∗ ϕ(xi)∥2 +
β

2

m∑
i=1

ε2i +
λ

2
∥W∥2

+

m∑
i=1

αi(Wyi
⊗ ϕ(xi) + δyi,qi −Wqi ⊗ ϕ(xi)− 1 + εi)

+M · (W −N) +
η

2
∥W −N∥2

, (3)
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where M is the Lagrangian multiplier. After transferring the constraint, we sim-
plify the algorithm by means of ADMM [2]. Specifically, at each iterative step,
we compute the pth hyperplane of the tth iteration using the result of the previ-
ous iteration (i.e., the (t− 1)

th
iteration). We assume that there are s positive

samples and m − s negative samples in the pth class. Similar to [7, 5], we pose
this problem equivalently in the frequency domain based on Parseval’s Theorem
[14] to derive a closed-form and efficient solution:

Ŵ t
p = [(λ+ η)I + 2Φ(X̃)HΦ(X̃)]−1[Φ(X̃)H Ỹ t

p + ηN̂ t−1
p + M̂ t−1

p ]

N̂ t
p = mean(Ŵ [1:t]

p )

M̂ t
p = M̂ t−1

p + η(Ŵ t
p − N̂ t

p)

, (4)

and

X̃t
p =

 diag(x̂1)
· · ·

diag(x̂m)

 ; Ỹ t
p =

 ˆGauss(Y t
p,1)

· · ·
ˆGauss(Y t

p,m)

 ;Y t
p = Y t−1

p + β

(
a1
a2

)
;

a1 =

1 +max(F−1(Ŵ t−1
q1 ⊙ ˆϕ(x1)))− δp,q1
· · ·

1 +max(F−1(Ŵ t−1
qs ⊙ ˆϕ(xs)))− δp,qs



a2 =

max(F−1(Ŵ t−1
ys+1

⊙ ˆϕ(xs+1)))− 1 + ϑp,qs+1

· · ·
max(F−1(Ŵ t−1

ym
⊙ ˆϕ(xm)))− 1 + ϑp,qm


qi = argmax

j
(max(F−1(Ŵj ⊙ ˆϕ(xi))))

ϑp,qi =


0 qi = p

1−max(F−1(Ŵ t−1
yi

⊙ ˆϕ(xi)))

+max(F−1(Ŵ t−1
p ⊙ ˆϕ(xi))) qi ̸= p

.

Here mean(·) denotes the mean of sub-filters and diag(·) is an operator that
transforms a D dimensional vector into a D ×D dimensional diagonal matrix.

3 Summary of the AMCF algorithm and discussion

The details of the proposed AMCF algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. To demon-
strate the advantages of AMCF, we focus on y (the maximum of response), which
is the key component in the final classification. The value of y can be regarded as
the weight of the training samples. When a sample is misclassified, ∥y∥ increases,
which means the weight decreases. It is known that under-fitting occurs in the
setting of a fixed output since all the samples are treated equally. As evident
from Fig. 1, both training and test errors are large without using adaptive y.
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As far as computational complexity is considered, AMCF is very fast in the
testing process given that there are only one element-wise product operation and
one inverse transform operation in the FFT domain. When training K classes
of D-dimensional feature vectors with T iterations, AMCF has a memory cost
of O(KD) and a time cost of O(TKDlogD).

Algorithm 1 Adaptive multi-class correlation filters with subspace constraints

1: Set Y t
p based on label, η0

p = 0.25, εp,best = +∞, β = 1, iteration number t = 1

2: Initialize Ŵ[0],N̂[0] and M̂[0]based on correlation filters
3: repeat
4: for i = 1 : label do

5: Yt
p = Yt−1

p + β

(
a1

a2

)

6: Ỹt
p =

 ˆGauss(Yt
p,1)

· · ·
ˆGauss(Yt

p,m)


7: Ŵt

p = [(λ+ ηt−1
p )I+ 2Φ(X̃)HΦ(X̃)]−1[Φ(X̃)HỸt

p + ηt−1
p N̂t−1

p + M̂t−1
p ]

8: εp = ∥Ŵ[k+1] − Ŵ[k]∥2
9: if εp < εp,best then
10: ηt

p = ηt−1
p

11: εp,best = εp
12: else
13: ηt

p = tηt−1
p

14: end if
15: N̂t

p = [(λ+ ηt
p)I+ 2Φ(X̃)HΦ(X̃)]−1[Φ(X̃)HỸt

p + ηt
pŴ

t
p + M̂t−1

p ]

16: M̂t
p = M̂t−1

p + ηt
p(M̂

t
p − N̂t

p)
17: t = t+ 1
18: end for
19: until some stopping criterion

4 Experiments

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed AMCF algorithm in classification
applications, we carry out experiments on a large-scale dataset, MNIST [10]
dataset, for handwritten digits recognition and a challenging depth-based action
datasets, MSRAction3D [11], for human action recognition.

For the MNIST dataset, we use features based on convolutional neural net-
works(CNNs) which exploit rich hierarchical features [12] in images. Hierarchical
convolutional features are able to preserve the neighborhood relations and spatial
locality of images in their latent higher-level feature representations.

For action recognition on the MSRAction3D, we use multi-channel HOG
features computed from the Depth Motion Maps (DMMs) [24] due to their com-
putational efficiency. According to [24], each depth action sequence generates
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three DMMs corresponding to three projection views, i.e., front view (f), side
view (s) and top view (t), denoted by DMMf , DMMs and DMMt, respectively
(see Fig. 2). We concatenate the HOG features extracted from the three DMMs
to form the multi-channel HOG features as the final feature representation.

Iteration
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Fig. 1. Convergence comparison between
the correlation filters without adaptive
y and the proposed AMCF method on
the MNIST dataset using hierarchical fea-
tures.

DMM f DMMs DMMt
Fig. 2. Three DMMs of a depth action
sequence “high throw”.

4.1 MNIST dataset

We perform handwritten digits recognition on the widely used MNIST [10]
dataset. It has a training set of 60,000 examples, and a test set of 10,000 ex-
amples. We use the convolutional features extracted by LeNet [9] to encode
the original MNIST digits. The same experimental setup in [8] is followed. The
proposed method achieves the best performance as shown in Table 1.

4.2 MSRAction3D dataset

The MSRAction3D dataset consists of depth sequences captured by a Kinect
device. It includes 20 actions performed by 10 subjects. Each subject performed
each action 2 or 3 times. The size of each depth image is 240 × 320 pixels. The
same experimental setup in [20, 4, 25] is adopted. The same parameters reported
in [3] were used here for the sizes of DMMs and block. A total of 20 actions are
employed and one half of the subjects (1, 3, 5, 7 and 9) are used for training and
the remaining subjects are used for testing. The recognition rates of our method
and existing approaches are listed in Table 2. It is clear that our method achieves
better performance than other competing methods.
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Table 1. Recognition results comparison
on the MNIST dataset.

Method Accuracy(%)
LeNet [9] 98.9
MCCF [5] 93.5

SVM poly 4 [9] 98.9
K-NN Euclidean [9] 97.6
PCA + quadratic [9] 96.7

Ours 98.9

Table 2. Recognition results comparison
on the MSRAction3D dataset.

Method Accuracy(%)
DMM-HOG [24] 85.5

Random Occupancy [21] 86.5
HON4D [15] 88.9

Actionlet Ensemble [22] 88.2
Depth Cuboid [23] 89.3

Vemulapalli et al. [19] 89.5
Ours 92.3

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we propose an efficient framework for the multi-class correlation
filters classification with subspace constraints in the ADMM framework. The
new insight focuses on an adaptive output and also subspace constraints on the
solution. The experimental results on handwritten digits recognition and MSR
action recognition show that the proposed algorithm performs favorably against
the state-of-the-art methods. Future work will focus on improving the kernel
method and accelerating the convergence speed.
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